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Capacity Building

1st GODAE OSE/OSSE workshop

2nd GOV OSEval TT workshop

3rd wks: GOV & CLIVAR GSOP

4th workshop

Emergence of the idea of a TT dedicated to OSE

➢ OSEval-TT established, definition of a work plan
➢ Consensus on the Routine Monitoring of Obs systems

➢ NRT OSE set up & demonstration
➢ Concept of “Observation Impact Statement”

To be organised - with E-AIMS European project


GOVST-I GOVST-II GOVST-III GOVST-IV
Workshop Objectives

- Review the main achievements done since the GOV symposium

- Consolidate the workplan for the next 4 years
Evaluation studies

- Perform impact studies of GOOS and ROOS on forecast and reanalysis GODAE systems
- Methodologies: OSE, OSSE and alternative methods
GOV OSEVal-TT organisation

Co-Chairs:
- Peter Oke (CSIRO)
- Gilles Larnicol (CLS)
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- Mike Bell (UKMet)
- Eric Dombrowsky (Mercator-océan)
- Fabrice Hernandez (Mercator_ocean)
- Eric Lindstrom (NASA)
- Andreas Schiller (CSIRO)
- Hans Bonekamp (EUMETSAT)
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- Anthony Weaver (CERFACS)
- Laurent Bertino (NERSC)
- Pavel Sakov (NERSC)
- Gary Brassington (BoM)
- Jim Cummings (NRL)
- Pat Hogan (NRL)
- Yosuke Fujii (JMA/MRI)
- Villy Kourafalou (Univ. Miami)
- Daniel Lea (UKMet)
- Matthew Martin (UKMet)
- Avichal Mehra (NOAA)
- Zhang Tianyu (NMEFC)
- Elisabeth Remy (Mercator-ocean)
- Greg Smith (EC)
- Clementa Tanajura (Remo)